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Vescom develops, produces and distributes high-quality interior 
products for the international contract market: wallcovering, upholstery 
and curtain fabrics.  
 
Vescom represents quality. In technology, design and service. Eye-catching designs and 
sustainable materials form the basis of the collections. Vescom’s products are used in 
the contract market especially in the hospitality, healthcare and office sectors.  
 
There is a growing need for beautiful, rich and stylish interior products in these markets. 
The functionality of the products is, however, of crucial importance. Vescom's products 
fit in perfectly with these objectives. Technically, the wallcovering and interior fabric 
collections meet the high quality requirements that the contract market sets with regard 
to materials. Requirements related to issues such as fire resistance, eased application, 
fastness to light, durability and resistance to wear.  
 
Vescom offers collections which allow sustainable choices to be made. However, 
Vescom takes its social responsibility further than simply supplying high-quality and 
sustainable products. Vescom produces whilst burdening the environment as little as 
possible and consciously chooses to separate out residual waste in a controlled manner. 
This guarantees a sustainable production process. Vescom uses exclusively green 
electricity and gas. The head office in Deurne, including the factory, works 100% CO-2 
neutral. Vescom is ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 certified.  
 
In addition to the headquarters in Deurne (the Netherlands), Vescom has an extensive 
network of dedicated sales offices. In Europe but also in the Middle-East, Asia, Latin 
America and the United States of America. Vescom works with distributors in other parts 
in the world. This ensures that it stays well-informed about international developments in 
the different markets and it can continuously improve its service and expertise.  
 
Vescom (1971) is a part of the Vescom Group. This combination of worldwide 
operating companies specialises in the development, production and distribution of 
high-quality interior products: wallcovering and interior fabrics. The turnover is 
approximately € 100 million. Number of employees: 375. Vescom group companies 
are established in Europe and North America. 
 
 
Would you like more information? Do not hesitate to contact us: 
Nancy van de Pol, Marketing & Communications 
t +31 (0)493 350 769 
e n.vandepol@vescom.com 
www.vescom.com 
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